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Breaking down harp stereotypes,  
alumna Dr. Jennifer Ellis paves her own way through the 
new music world. 
.IRRMJIV�)PPMW�LEW�E�LMWXSV]�SJ�FIMRK�±XLI�½VWX�²�7LI�[EW�XLI�½VWX�LEVTMWX�
XS�FI�EGGITXIH�XS�XLI�&ERK�SR�E�'ER�7YQQIV�*IWXMZEP��XLI�½VWX�
harpist to attend the Splice Institute for Electroacoustic Music, the 
½VWX�LEVTMWX�XS�FI�EGGITXIH�XS�XLI�*VIWL�-RG��*IWXMZEP�ERH�VIGIRXP]��WLI�
wrapped up a tour with the organization One Beat, where she was, 
EKEMR��XLI�½VWX�LEVTMWX�XS�FI�E�TEVX�SJ�XLI�TVSKVEQ��)PPMW�LEW�TEZIH�
her way through the contemporary and new music sphere, in an  
industry where harp stereotypes are abundant. She’s a contemporary 
performer who, in addition to performing her own harp compositions, 
has worked with composers to perform over forty premieres. She’s 
part of a duo with a saxophonist, a trio with a mezzo soprano and 
¾YXI�ERH�E�NE^^�XVMS�[MXL�E�XEFPE�ERH�E�XVYQTIX�TPE]IH�[MXLSYX�XLI�
mouthpiece. She runs workshops on composing for the harp, takes 

UYIWXMSRW�JVSQ�GSQTSWIVW�ZME�7O]TI�ERH�IZIR�VIZMI[W�GSQTSWIVW �́
works for harp. And it all started with a movie, a deal made with her 
QSQ�ERH�E�HIXIVQMRIH�½ZI�]IEV�SPH��

The Deal 
Ellis remembers reading the book The Secret Garden as a child and 
WYFWIUYIRXP]�KSMRK�XS�WII�XLI�QSZMI�[MXL�LIV�QSQ��7LI�PSZIH�XLI�
music in the background and asked, “What instrument makes that 
sound?” Her mom told her she thought it was the harp. “OK, I want 
to play the instrument that makes that sound,” she said.  

Ellis and her mom made a deal. Ellis would start on the piano, and if 
her mom never had to bug her about practicing, she could eventually 
play the harp. “The idea was either I wouldn’t practice at all, and that 
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CIM gave me first 
and foremost  
incredible teachers.

would be the end of that, or that I would fall in love with piano and 
we’d never hear another word about the harp,” says Ellis. “Unfortunately, 
you can tell how well that worked.” 

%JXIV�X[S�]IEVW�SJ�HIHMGEXIH�TMERS�TVEGXMGI��)PPMW�½REPP]�[SR�LIV�
mom over. Her mom looked in the yellow pages for the word “harp” 
ERH�GEPPIH�XLI�½VWX�REQI�WLI�WE[��8LEX�LETTIRIH�XS�FI�'-1�EPYQRE� 
Jessica Siegel who would become Ellis’s teacher for the next 10 years. 

Tasting Musical Freedom 
The harp is typically seen as an angelic instrument, soft spoken and  
YRMQTSWMRK��)PPMW�VEPPMIW�EKEMRWX�XLSWI�TVIGSRGITXMSRW��,IV�½VWX�QImorable 
exposure to contemporary music was at a summer seminar with 
another CIM alumna, Alice Giles. “Jessica sent me there with a piece 
F]�7IVKMY�2EXVE��E�GSRXIQTSVEV]�LEVT�TMIGI�²�I\TPEMRW�)PPMW��±-�NYWX�
loved the musical freedom I got with a piece like that–that it wasn’t 
NYWX�EFSYX�PIEVRMRK�XLI�TIVJSVQERGI�LMWXSV]�SJ�LS[�E�TLVEWI�LEH�
FIIR�TPE]IH�JSV�XLI�TEWX�����]IEVW���8LIVI´W�NYWX�WS�QYGL�VSSQ�XS�
make contemporary music your own, so much musical freedom, so 
QYGL�QYWMGEP�¾I\MFMPMX]�²�
From then on she was hooked. She explains that contemporary music 
not only gives her more musical freedom but also lets her unlock 
all the characteristics of the harp. “I feel like I’m only getting to use 
about 10 percent of what the harp can do,” she explains. “I get to use, 
maybe, two colors of the paint palette. It’s awesome; those colors are 
beautiful; I can do all these different shadings of both colors and it’s 
great. But there are all these other colors that I don’t even get to 
touch in that repertoire. There are all these different timbres and 
WSYRHW�ERH�XIGLRMUYIW�ERH�WOMPPW�XLEX�-�QMWW��-X´W�XLEX�IQSXMSREP�VERKI�
that I want to utilize in my playing, and contemporary music gives 
me the freedom to do that.” 

Faculty Who Shaped a Future 
After pursuing an undergraduate degree at Oberlin, Ellis was able 
to continue to hone her contemporary music passions at CIM as a 
QEWXIV´W�WXYHIRX��RSXMRK�XLEX�'-1�MW�YRMUYI�JSV�LEZMRK�FSXL�[IPP�
respected harp and composition departments. “Composers at other 
schools aren’t getting those in-the-hallway interactions with harpists, 
or friendships with harpists; that informal education that you get 
when you’re able to go to a friend and say, ‘Hey look at this part, 
does this work?’” 

Ellis was also impressed by the CIM harp legacy.  “Its reputation in 
XLI�LEVT�[SVPH�NYWX�TVIGIHIW�MXWIPJ�²�WLI�WE]W��±%PMGI�'LEPMJSY\�MW�WYGL�
a legacy, and the program that she built at CIM is really amazing. 
8LIVI´W�NYWX�[SRHIVJYP�LEVT�LMWXSV]�EX�'-1�²�

Yolanda Kondonassis, head of the CIM harp department, was 
another draw. Having studied with her at Oberlin, Ellis wanted to 
continue working with the same teacher, whom she calls “incredible.”  
,S[IZIV��/SRHSREWWMW�MWR´X�NYWX�E�KVIEX�XIEGLIV��WLI�EPWS�MRZIWXW�MR�
her students’ futures. Ellis recalls the mission statement assignment 
Kondonassis had her students complete at the beginning of every 
]IEV��±=SY�QET�SYX�[LIVI�]SY�XLMRO�]SY�[ERX�XS�FI�MR�½ZI�]IEVW��XIR�
]IEVW��½JXIIR�]IEVW��WS�SR�
and so forth,” says Ellis. 
“Then you write down 
everything you need to 
do while at school to 
get you there.” This type 
of student investment is 
what Ellis was so grate-
ful for in a mentor like 
Kondonassis. “There’s 
VIEPP]�RS�EHNIGXMZI�]SY�
can use to summarize well enough what an incredible teacher and 
mentor she is and the impact she’s had on my life,” she says. “It really 
does leave you at a loss for words. She is phenomenal.” 

In addition to Kondonassis, Ellis also praises the head of the Eurhythmics 
Department, Brian Sweigart, whom she credits for making her a better 
musician and helping her tackle the “level of rhythmic craziness that 
goes on in contemporary music.” She also worked with Diane Urista, 
theory faculty member, and Chris Haff-Paluck, director of community 
programs at CIM, both of whom helped her get to where she is today. 
±'-1�KEZI�QI�½VWX�ERH�JSVIQSWX�MRGVIHMFPI�XIEGLIVW�²�WLI�WE]W��±-�[EW�
incredibly fortunate.” 

To Today’s Young Musicians 
Ellis is an advocate for creating one’s own career path. She likes to 
remind today’s young musicians to be resilient, learn from every  
experience and “think broadly about the things that make you happy 
and the ways that those can intersect with music.” She considers 
herself and her fellow musicians to be lucky to be in such a creative 
½IPH��ERH�IRGSYVEKIW�]SYRK�QYWMGMERW�XS�XEOI�EHZERXEKI�SJ�IZIV]�
path. She reminds them that “Orchestra is a wonderful, wonderful 
place to be but it’s not the only place to be. So if orchestra isn’t the 
VMKLX�½X��MX�HSIWR´X�QIER�XLEX�QYWMG�MWR´X�XLI�VMKLX�½X��-X�NYWX�QIERW�]SY�
have to broaden your idea of what a career in music looks like. And, 
fortunately, it’s a really broad place out here.” 

There’s just so much room to 
make contemporary music your 
own. So much musical freedom. 
So much musical flexibility.
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